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Fake bar helps test anti-drinking drug
Scientists use replica of fully stocked tavern
to gauge how medicine affects alcoholics’
cravings in a real-world environment
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
ASSOC I AT E D P RE S S

WASHINGTON — The tequila sure looks real.
So do the beer taps. Inside the hospital at the National Institutes of Health, researchers are testing
a possible new treatment to help heavy drinkers
cut back — using a replica of a fully stocked bar.
The idea: Sitting in the dimly lit bar-laboratory
should cue the volunteers’ brains to crave a drink,

and help determine if the experimental pill counters that urge.
True, there’s no skunky bar odor; these bottles
are filled with colored water. The real alcohol is
locked in the hospital pharmacy, ready to send
over for the extra temptation of smell — and to
test how safe the drug is if people drink anyway.
“The goal is to create almost a real-world environment, but to control it very strictly,” said lead
researcher Dr. Lorenzo Leggio, who is testing how
a hormone named ghrelin that sparks people’s appetite for food also affects their desire for alcohol,
and if blocking it helps.
Amid all the yearly resolutions to quit, alcohol
use disorders affect about 17 million Americans,

Alcohol bottles
filled with
colored water sit
on a shelf at the
National Institutes
of Health in
Bethesda, Md.,
where researchers
are using a replica
of a fully stocked
bar as they test
a new treatment
to help heavy
drinkers cut back.
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Arrival of giant pinnipeds on shore, migrating whales
draw crowds eager to view marine mammals to Point Reyes National Seashore

SealS Put On a ShOw

Photos by KENT PORTER / The Press Democrat

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT?: An elephant seal keeps a wary eye on a group of visitors Wednesday on Drakes Beach at Point Reyes National Seashore, where the annual winter arrival of the
pinnipeds is underway. National parks officials encourage humans to give the sea mammals a wide berth, as they are not particularly friendly.
By DEREK MOORE
TH E P R E SS DE M OC R AT

POINT REYES
rom their vantage point high above
Drakes Bay, Jeff and Mary Peart
had a breathtaking view of dozens
of northern elephant seals sunning
themselves on the beach, beneath cliffs
rising dramatically into the air.
The Pacifica couple, who are recent
transplants from the Boston area, had
no idea what awaited them on a recent
Tuesday morning after they set off from
Highway 1 for the 45-minute drive to
Chimney Rock on the bay’s western
point.
Asked whether the view was worth
the effort and gas, Jeff Peart replied,

F
BIG BABY: An elephant seal pup at the Point Reyes National Seashore on Wednesday.
Most pups at birth are about 3 to 4 feet long and weigh about 60 pounds. At full growth,
a male elephant seal can reach 18 feet in length and weigh 18,000 pounds.

“Absolutely.”
The annual winter arrival of the
massive pinnipeds always draws a crowd
to Point Reyes National Seashore. The
seals, after traveling thousands of miles,
haul themselves out at Drakes Bay to
give birth and to mate, or to simply take
a well-deserved nap.
“We heard there were elephant seals
here, so we decided to check it out,” said
Alexandria, Va., resident Don Kraus,
who was with his family.
Biologists who monitor the seal population recently spotted the first pup of
the season born on the beach at Point
Reyes. Most pups are born in January,
and initially are about 3 to 4 feet long and
weigh about 60 pounds. Fully grown, a

State’s high housing costs force exodus
Census data show low- and
middle-income workers fleeing
to other, mostly western states
By CHRIS KIRKHAM
LOS ANGELE S T I ME S

California’s high cost of living has
pushed hundreds of thousands of low- and
middle-income workers to other states, federal data show.
The trend points to a challenge for the
state’s economy: how to attract workers
of moderate means to some of the nation’s
most expensive housing markets.
The state overall has been losing peo-

ple to other parts of the country since the
1990s. A snapshot of more recent U.S. Census migration numbers shows that nearly
three-quarters of those who have left California for other states since 2007 earn less
than $50,000 a year.
Experts point to the state’s increasingly
unaffordable real estate markets as a major
driver of the trends. More than half of the
nation’s 50 most expensive residential real
estate markets are in California, according
to Coldwell Banker’s Home Listing Report,
including nine of the top 10.
“It’s getting harder and harder for the
middle-class Californian to buy a home,”
said Jordan Levine, director of economic
research at Los Angeles’ Beacon Economics, who points to the migration trends as a

major hurdle for the state’s future economic growth. “People just keep looking for
ways to maximize that residential dollar.
That attracts people to inland areas of the
state and to other states.”
Those moving to California tend to have
higher incomes. About 35 percent of working-age people moving in make more than
$50,000 annually, compared with 27 percent
of those moving out.
The disparity gets progressively pronounced at the lower end of the income
scale.
For those making $40,000 to $49,999, for
instance, the net loss of population is 15,403
residents since 2007. The loss is 22,754 residents in the $30,000 to $39,999 range, then
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